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Playster is a multimedia subscription service owned by Playster
Corporation. The corporation has offices in New York and the UK. The
service offers a combination of books, audiobooks, movies, music and
games and calls itself "The Netflix of Everything". During FREE 30
DAYS TRIAL, this is what you can do with playster service:
1. Beside reading "Girl Wash Your Face" Book, you can access more
than 250,000++ ebook on their library.
2. Access hundred thousands amazing audiobooks from any genre and

category.
3. Unlimited streaming movies more than hundred thousands title
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Girl Wash Your Face Book Preview
With wry wit and hard-earned wisdom, popular online personality and
founder of TheChicSite.com founder Rachel Hollis helps readers break free
from the lies keeping them from the joy-filled and exuberant life they are
meant to have. Founder of the lifestyle website TheChicSite.com and CEO
of her own media company, Chic Media, Rachel Hollis has created an
online fan base of hundreds of thousands of fans by sharing tips for living a
better life while fearlessly revealing the messiness of her own. Now comes
her highly anticipated first book featuring her signature combination of
honesty, humor, and direct, no-nonsense advice. Each chapter of Girl,
Wash Your Face begins with a specific lie Hollis once believed that left her
feeling overwhelmed, unworthy, or ready to give up. As a working mother,
a former foster parent, and a woman who has dealt with insecurities about

her body and relationships, she speaks with the insight and kindness of a
BFF, helping women unpack the limiting mind-sets that destroy their selfconfidence and keep them from moving forward. From her temporary
obsession with marrying Matt Damon to a daydream involving hypnotic
iguanas to her son’s request that she buy a necklace to “be like the other
moms,” Hollis holds nothing back. With unflinching faith and tenacity,
Hollis spurs other women to live with passion and hustle and to awaken
their slumbering goals.

